BUFFALO SECTOR SHIFT-BID PROGRAM
A.

Intended Benefits of the Program

1.

Management Benefits
a.

Increased flexibility in staffmg levels
PAles will be better able to fine-tune manpower distribution with
variations for both time of day and specific time of year.

b.

Expert Knowledge
Regular assignments to shifts allow Agents to develop greater
familiarity with their surroundings and local traffic patterns during
specific time periods. This may allow for enhanced perception of
extraordinary events and pattern deviations which could signal
border intrusion or illegal activity

c.

d.

2.

Time Savings
This program is designed to streamline the shift trading process
while extending the time period between shift rotations. This will
save station management's time and energy by minimizing shift
change requests and nearly automating the scheduling process.
Increased Worker Morale
Giving Agents more input into the shift selection process will
result in greater job satisfaction and may increase productivity,
reduce use of sick leave and encourage employee retention.

Agent Benefits
a.

Better able to coordinate child care.

b.

Allows for increased community involvement.

c.

Facilitates healthier long-term sleep patterns as compared to the
current shift rotation system.

d.

Easier access to continuing education opportunities.

B.

Parameters

1.

This program applies to Buffalo Sector Border Patrol Agents in the Bargaining

Unit.
2.

Management reserves the right to limit the participation of Intern Agents in this
program.

3.

Agents eligible to participate in the program will request a shift preference.

4.

An Agent's shift preference does not guarantee their automatic assignment to
that shift, and does not preclude the Patrol Agent in Charge (PAI C) from
reassigning an Agent to another shift or assignment during that rotation.

5.

In order to meet the needs ofthe Agency, final shift assignments and changes are
at the discretion ofthe PAIC at each station.

5.

This system will in no way infringe upon Management's exclusive right to assign
work. This system only attempts to set down an efficient and equitable system for
Bargaining Unit Members, in partnership with Station Management, to exercise
their rights to trade work shifts, as set forth in Article 28, section I, of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement.

6.

Trading shifts outside ofthis program will be as per the Collective Bargaining
Agreement.

c.

Basic Rules

1.

The PAIC at each station, at hislher sole discretion, will determine the number of
Agents required on each shift (e.g. days, evenings, and midnights). Factors that
will be considered in this determination include operational posture, specialty
skills (such as Canine Handlers & BPA Marine certifications), and cumulative
experience levels of those proposed to be assigned to any shift.

2.

Agents will submit Shift Request Forms listing their first and second choices for
shifts on the next rotation (see example form, attached).

3.

Forms are collected and agents are assigned to shifts by seniority.

4.

Seniority is determined by an Agent's Border Patrol enter on duty (EOD) date,
minus broken time.

5.

If all available slots are filled on an Agent's first choice shift, the Agent will be
assigned to their second choice.

6.

If all available slots are filled on the Agent's second choice shift, the Agent will
be assigned to the remaining shift.

7.

If an Agent has been denied their first choice for two consecutive shift rotations
they will automatically be given their first choice on the next shift rotation. (See
Equal Access Plan, below).
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8.

Seniority will be used in all cases, except as noted in Section D, "Equal Access
Plan". Therefore, a senior Agent will be given preference over a junior agent,
even when it is the junior Agent's first choice against the senior Agent's second
choice.

9.

For Agents on detail or leave during an open shift selection period, it is the
individual Agent's responsibility to make arrangements to have the form
submitted.

10.

If an Agent fails to return a shift-bid form in a timely manner, they may be
assigned to any open slot available.

11.

Injured Agents must be on light duty status at the beginning of the new shift to be
considered in the shift-bid process. (Agents on COP or LWOP status must return
to a duty status by the beginning ofthe new shift to be considered in the shift-bid
process.)

D.

Equal Access Plan
The Equal Access Plan is designed to ensure that all Agents have an equal
opportunity to work their requested shift at least once per three shift bids if
operationally possible (i.e. special skill set requirements, Overtime Cap, etc not
withstanding). The guidelines are as follows:

1.

An Agent cannot be denied their first choice on more than two (2) consecutive
bids for which they were eligible to participate.

2.

When an Agent has been denied his first choice on two consecutive bids they
will be awarded an "Equal Access Pass" that will automatically grant them their
first choice on the next shift-bid.

3.

When it becomes necessary to replace an Agent on a shift to make room for an
"Equal Access Pass" Agent, the Agent with least seniority will be replaced and
given his second choice, as seniority allows. This process will follow until all
Agents are assigned to shifts.

4.

If an Agent is replaced on a shift by an "Equal Access Pass" this will count as a
shift denial.

5.

No Agent will be replaced by an "Equal Access Pass" twice, until all Agents on
that shift have been replaced once.

6.

To receive the automatic first choice, the denials must occur in two consecutive
shift rotations. An example of a non-consecutive denial would be if an agent is
denied and then misses the next shift selection because of an extended detail or
absence, then returns and is denied on another rotation.
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E.

Execution

1.

Each Station will establish a Shift-Bid Committee, consisting of three Bargaining
Unit Members. The Shift-Bid Committee will be responsible for distributing
Shift Request Forms, collecting the forms, making initial shift assignments, and
maintaining records of all transactions conducted. Shift-Bid Committee members
will be selected by Management from volunteers, and be willing to serve for a
period of one (1) year, training their replacements at the end of their tenure. If
there are insufficient numbers of volunteers, the PAIC may appoint Bargaining
Unit Members as necessary. (In addition to the three Committee Members, there
shall be a designated alternate that would be available to fill-in for an absent
member.)

2.

Upon completion, the Shift-Bid Committee will forward the initial shift
assignments to the PAIC, or his designee, for approval.

3.

Shift Request Forms should be distributed at least six (6) weeks prior to a shift
rotation. An example form is attached, but Management at each station may add
to, subtract from, or alter Shift-Bid forms, as necessary, to efficiently implement
the program.

4.

Agents will be given a minimum of one (1) week to fill out and return the Shift
Request Forms.

5.

Shift selections will be completed and posted at least one, but preferably two, pay
periods prior to a shift rotation.

6.

Shifts rotations will normally occur every fiscal quarter. However, due to
operational security concerns and variations in enforcement activities throughout
the Sector, the PAIC at each station may change the rotations as deemed
necessary.

7.

In order to maintain on-going station operations it may be necessary for the PAIC
to over-rule specific selections submitted by the Shift-Bid Committee. Examples
of circumstances which might require restricting certain shift selections include,
but are not limited to: unforeseen operational requirements, matters of National
Security, deployment of Agents with specialized skills and certifications (e.g.
Vessel Commanders, Canine Handlers), facilitation of personnel training,
scheduled station or sector operations, or in order to manage overtime cap
requirements.
When it becomes necessary to restrict the shift selections of these Agents, the
Shift Selection Committee should endeavor to meet mission requirements as fairly
as possible by accommodating the greatest amount of Agents possible.
Agents on modified duty will only be eligible for certain shifts where modified
duty assignments are available. This determination will be at the sole discretion
of Management.
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8.

It may be necessary, in order to cover temporary manpower shortages caused by
annual leave, extended sick leave, details, etc., to reassign agents from one shift to
another. When this situation occurs, the Shift Bid Committee should first solicit a
volunteer to fill the position and, if no volunteers are available, Management will
assign agents in order of reverse seniority. No Agent should be required to
change twice for such a temporary shift reassignment until all other available
Agents have been selected once.

9.

Shift Bid Selection Grievances. When a bargaining unit member has a grievance
about any shift assignment or the shift bid selection process, that complaint will
be addressed first to the Shift Selection Committee. The Committee will only
forward the grievance to Management if it finds the grievance to have merit.
When such grievance is forwarded, the Shift Selection Committee will also make
a recommendation to the PAlC for consideration.

F.

Evaluation
1. Because this is a new program for the Buffalo Sector, Management and
Bargaining Unit Representatives agree to schedule meetings at approximately six
months and again at one year after implementation, in order to examine the
effectiveness of the program and to determine if any modifications may be
appropriate. The matrix below will guide the evaluation of this pilot program
effectiveness.

The following metrics will be considered when evaluating the espoused benefits
Proposal:
Performance
Acceptable Quality
Espoused Benefit
Level
Indicators
Survey Supervisors for Yes / No (Pass / Fail)
Increased Morale and
Positive or Negative
Productivity
Feedback on
perceived affects of
the pilot program
Yes / No (Pass / Fail)
Survey Union
Increased Morale and
Members for Positive
Productivity
or Negative Feedback
on perceived affects of
the pilot program
Yes / No (Pass / Fail)
Increased Productivity
Increased Interdiction
Levels

Increased Productivity

Increased
Apprehension Levels

Yes / No (Pass / Fail)

of the Shift Bid
Monitoring
Method
Survey

Survey

Management
inspection and
comparison of
records over last
three years.
Management
inspection and
comparison of
records over last
three years.
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Increased Productivity

Increased Morale

Increased Morale

Increased Morale

Increased Morale

Lower Administrative
Error Rates in LE
Prosecutions (As
adjusted for previous
FY manning levels)
Lower rates of
Absenteeism (sick
leave and
unscheduled annual
leave per
station/sector) (As
adjusted for previous
FY manning levels)
Lower discipline rate
(LER Cases) (As
adjusted to previous
FY manning levels at
Sector Level)
Lower vehicle accident
rate (As adjusted for
previous FY manning
levels at Sector Level)
Lower complaint levels
(internal and external)
(As adjusted for
previous FY manning
levels at Sector Level)

Yes / No (Pass / Fail)

Yes / No (Pass / Fail)

Yes / No (Pass / Fail)

Yes / No (Pass / Fail)

Yes / No (Pass / Fail)

Management
inspection and
comparison of
records over last
three years.
Management
inspection and
comparison of
records over last
three years.

Management
inspection and
comparison of
records over last
three years.
Management
inspection and
comparison of
records over last
three years.
Management
inspection and
comparison of
records over last
three years.

2.

If Management and Bargaining Unit Representatives fail to agree on
modifications at such a meeting, then this pilot program will be terminated at the
end of the then current shift rotation cycle and the shift assignment process will
revert to the conditions and protocols that existed prior to the initiation ofthe pilot
program.

3.

If the Sector Chief Patrol Agent determines that this agreement needs to be
suspended or terminated in order to more effectively carry out the mission of the
U.S. Border Patrol, he/she may do so unilaterally, without specification, after
thirty days (two pay periods) notice given to the Union, or at any time with
specification as to rationale/cause.
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EXAMPLE FORM

SHIFT REQUEST FORM
NEXT SHIFT CHANGE ON:

----------------------

NAME:
-------------------------------------EOD:

FIRST CHOICE (Circle One):

DAYS

SWINGS

MIDS

SECOND CHOICE (Circle One): DAYS

SWINGS

MIDS

AGENT SIGNATURE:

---------------------------------

Please complete and return this form no later than 1600 hrs
on

----------------

Please indicate any planned leave or potential leave situations you may expect
during the next Shift period:

TIDS SECTION FOR SHIFT-BID COMITTEEUSE
'",

,{,

FIRST SHIFT CHOICE GRANTED?

YES

ONLY.

NO (IF NO, WHY NOT?)

WAS SHIFT GRANTED BY WAY OF EQUAL ACCESS PASS? YES
HOW MANY PREVIOUS

"

'

CONSECUTIVE DENIALS?

ONE

NO

TWO
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SIGNATURE PAGE

For the Union:

For Management:

~ ~P-/
Michael 1. O'Connor
President
AFGEINBPC Loca12724

~

IJv

Kevin W. Oaks
Chief Patrol Agent
Buffalo Sector
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